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A B S T R A C T

This work evaluates further the applicability of a previously formulated kinetic model that describes the con-
version of tar and light hydrocarbons during the catalytic upgrading of a raw gas derived via biomass gasifi-
cation. The model is based on the mechanism through which tar and light hydrocarbons are converted, and the
distribution of CO/CO2 and tar/light hydrocarbons as the products of the destruction of the parent tar and light
hydrocarbons. Furthermore, the model uses a pseudo tar to represent all the in situ-formed tar and light hy-
drocarbons. The experiments used an ilmenite catalyst that was activated in the Chalmers 12-MWth boiler, and a
mature tar-containing raw gas that was produced in the Chalmers 2–4-MWth dual fluidized bed biomass gasifier.
The temperature levels (800 °C and 850 °C) and ilmenite particle size ranges (45–90 µm and 125–180 µm) were
investigated. Through fitting the model to the experimental data, the composition of the upgraded gas as a
function of gas–solid contact time was derived for the operating conditions studied. The previously proposed
conversion network for tar and light hydrocarbons, and the empirical model coefficients for ilmenite
(125–180 µm) at 850 °C were validated. Overall, the obtained results confirm that the proposed model is able to
describe the upgrading process. Further development of the proposed model and application of the results ob-
tained for ilmenite in designing gas upgrading strategies are discussed.

1. Introduction

The abatement of tar-condensable organic compounds in a raw gas
produced via biomass gasification is essential for maintaining the via-
bility of the process [1,2]. For tar abatement downstream of the gasi-
fier, catalytic methods are more efficient in terms of energy recovery
than physical methods and thermal methods without using catalysts
[1,3–5]. To implement the catalytic methods, it is important to un-
derstand the evolution of tar and light hydrocarbons (HC) during the
catalytic upgrading of a raw gas. Formulating kinetic models that de-
scribe comprehensively the upgrading process increases this under-
standing. Furthermore, the kinetic models can form the basis for pro-
cess optimization and upscaling.

The main difficulty of developing kinetic models lies in the in-
herently complex composition of the tar, i.e., hundreds of tar species
are present in the raw gas, and in the numerous reactions occur during
tar removal [1,2]. In the literature related to the development of the
kinetic models, there are three main approaches: (i) elucidating the
kinetics of the conversion of single tar components, (ii) formulating
lump kinetic models, and (iii) formulating detailed kinetic models
[2,6–17]. In many studies, aromatic tar components that are present at

significant levels in the raw gas, such as benzene, toluene, and naph-
thalene, are investigated individually [7–12]. However, this approach
of investigating single tar components cannot by itself mirror the au-
thentic tar removal process. In contrast, the lump kinetic models take
into account the entire tar mixture of the raw gas and divide the tar into
different groups based on the reactivity [13–15]. The lump models are
further formulated based on a certain number of conversion pathways
between the tar groups. As compared to the lump models, the detailed
kinetic models do not simplify the complexity of the tar removal pro-
cess [16,17]. Indeed, hundreds to thousands of elementary reactions are
included in the detailed kinetic models, thereby incorporating into the
models all the reaction pathways and products that are theoretically
possible. In this way, unless sufficient experimental observations are
provided as guidance to select the elementary reactions, the detailed
kinetic models could represent tools with a lack of practical applica-
tions.

In a previous study conducted by the same authors [18], an eight-
lump kinetic model was proposed, which describes the evolution of
eight different tar and light HC groups during catalytic raw gas up-
grading. The model focuses on a biomass-derived raw gas that has a
high content of steam, high content of light HC, and tar that is
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dominated by aromatics. The rate expressions for the conversion of tar
and light HC are formulated based on the mechanisms through which
tar and light HC molecules are converted into reactive intermediates, as
well as the distributions of CO/CO2 and tar/light HC as the products of
the destruction of the parent tar and light HC. Furthermore, a pseudo
tar is introduced to represent all the in situ-formed tar and light HC,
which facilitates the incorporation of the in situ-formed tar and light HC
into the model. These features of the proposed eight-lump model make
it different from many lump models that can be found in the literature
related to both gasification and petroleum refineries [15,19–21].

An initial evaluation of the applicability of the proposed model was
also carried out in the previous work [18]. The upgrading process was
conducted at 800 °C, in which a process-activated ilmenite catalyst with
the particle size range of 45–90 µm collected from the Chalmers 12-
MWth boiler and a raw gas produced in the Chalmers 2–4-MWth dual
fluidized bed biomass gasifier were used. The model was applied in
conjunction with the experimental data to derive the composition of the
upgraded gas as a function of the contact time between gas phase and
ilmenite catalyst (hereinafter referred to as gas-solid contact time). The
results of this first attempt to evaluate the model showed that the model
captured the process features. Further investigation paths for refining
the model have also been identified. Among these, the contributions of
the different decomposition reactions to the conversion of tar and light
HC have been investigated [22]. The obtained results [22] provide an
essential input to the model regarding how and to what extent the
parent tar and light HC are converted into CO/CO2 and into other tar/
light HC.

The present work aims at extending the evaluation of the applic-
ability of the previously developed model and elucidating the re-
lationship between the empirical coefficients of the model and oper-
ating conditions of the upgrading process. The model is applied with
experimental data to derive the composition of the upgraded gas in
relation to the gas-solid contact time at different operating conditions,
which is to examine whether the proposed model is capable of de-
scribing the upgrading process at the studied operating conditions. The
process-activated ilmenite catalyst and the Chalmers raw gas are used
in the conducted experiments. Two temperature levels (800 °C and
850 °C), and two ilmenite particle size ranges (45–90 µm and
125–180 µm, hereinafter referred to as ‘ilmenite A’ and ‘ilmenite B’,
respectively, in accordance with the Geldart classification of particles
[23]) are investigated. The gas-solid contact time in the experiments of
the present work are longer than those reported in the previous work
[18]. This is to confirm the conversion network for tar and light HC
groups previously proposed, especially during the late stage of the
conversion process. Validation of the empirical coefficients of the
model is also performed.

It is worth noting that the temperature range of 800–850 °C is in

focus, which corresponds to the potential upper temperature range of
the raw gas that exits conventional dual fluidized bed gasifiers and
promotes the thermal integration of the tar removal unit to the gasifier
outlet [24]. In addition to that, it was reported in the literature that this
temperature range is applied for the catalytic tar removal using ilmenite
as catalyst [25]. A basic assumption of the proposed model is that the
reactions are kinetics-controlled. The previous work [18] confirmed
that the model captured the process features when A-group particles
were used as earlier mentioned. Small particles (A-group particles)
provide more extensive external catalytic surfaces than larger particles
(B-group particles). However, due to their lower terminal velocity,
using A-group particles in fluidized bed reactors often results in more
operating problems as compared to B-group particles [23]. The re-
placement of A-group particles by B-group particles could result in a
reduction of the reaction rate if the reactions are controlled by mass
transfer (and not controlled by kinetics) when B-group particles are
used [26]. Thus, in the present work, the catalytic performances of
these two different-sized particles are compared to examine whether
the particle size causes any significant effect within the investigated
particle size ranges and whether it is encouraged to use B-group par-
ticles to replace A-group particles. It should also be noted that the use of
the process-activated ilmenite as catalyst was mainly to demonstrate
the model calculation; assessing comprehensively the catalytic activity
as well as other physical and chemical properties of the process-acti-
vated ilmenite to evaluate the potential of using this material as catalyst
for the raw gas upgrading was not the focus of the present work. Fur-
thermore, the process-activated ilmenites used in the present work and
in the previous work [18] were from two different batches collected
from the Chalmers boiler. To ensure the validity of the conclusions, data
from the previous work are not utilized in the present work. Finally, the
present work should not be viewed as a pure kinetic study of the tar
decomposition, but rather than an attempt to gain the understanding
about how tar evolves during the raw gas upgrading process.

2. Theory

2.1. Evolution of tar and light hydrocarbons during catalytic raw gas
upgrading

The evolution of tar and light HC during catalytic raw gas upgrading
is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The figure is based on the conversion
network for tar and light HC proposed in the previous work of the
authors [18], and in other works available in the literature
[9,15,27–32]. The evolution in Fig. 1 is presented in relation to the
level of the process severity that is influenced by, e.g., gas-solid contact
time, operating temperature, and activity of the applied catalyst
[25,33]. The tar in the raw gas includes oxygenated aromatics, non-

Fig. 1. Schematic of the steps in the evolution of tar and light HC to syngas. The dashed arrow is to indicate that during the initial stage of the evolution (at relatively
low process severity), non-branched aromatic tars are not affected.
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